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ticular, attention must be directed to the extent to which the
public have occasion to frequent the premises, and the roads
and pathways adjacent. The situation of the offices, in relation
to the remainder of the buildings, gives some idea of those
portions of the premises most likely to be visited by third parties,
while loading platforms or delivery hovels must also be
inspected, with particular regard to the number of employees
of others who are likely to have occasion to use them.
The trade carried on may involve the use of buildings of
unusual construction, with unfenced pits or similar traps, and
these must be noted. The likelihood of children from
neighbouring houses and schools being allowed to play in the
vicinity of such premises should not be overlooked.
Water Apparatus
All premises not solely occupied by the insured involve risks
of water damage to the property of other tenants, caused by the
overflowing of water pipes, tanks, or other water apparatus in
the premises. If through some defect water apparatus breaks
down, causing damage to furnishings or stock in premises below,
the resultant claim, if any, may be heavy. Serious claims are to
be expected when valuable stock, such as paper, books or
clothing, is damaged thereby. It is therefore advisable for the
surveyor to satisfy himself that the water apparatus in premises
is of recent construction and is well maintained.
It is prudent to discover whether gutterings are periodically
inspected and cleaned, in order that the risk of claims on this
account may be reduced to a minimum. An indication of the
type of contents of adjoining premises, and especially of the
basements, is often useful.
SANITATION RISKS
When an indemnity is to be provided in respect of illnesses
caused, or alleged to be caused, by defective sanitation, the
surveyor needs to ascertain:
 (a)	when the drains were installed;
 (b)	what arrangements exist for their periodical examination,
and by whom; and
 (c)	whether there is any history of claims on account of their
condition.
The inspection of such apparatus, at regular intervals, is
material. It is useless to delegate such work to an employee
unfamiliar with drainage systems; it is desirable that such inspec-
tions should be undertaken by a builder or plumber of standing,

